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ABSTRACT

Several techniques have been proposed such as SCC, MVC
and UDMVT for transmission of multi-view videos which re-
quires more bandwidth than conventional multimedia. How-
ever, there is no sufficient discussion on the streaming over
wireless networks, where the latency and packet loss increase
due to varying conditions. This paper discusses the multi-
view video streaming on wireless networks. At first, prob-
lems of multi-view video streaming in wireless networks are
addressed and existing techniques are compared to find loads
of encoders and decoders and network traffic. Then, a frame-
work with two-step encoding to reduce the latency and packet
loss is presented. The primary encoder uses SCC or MVC de-
pending on server capacity in wired networks, while the sec-
ondary encoder uses UDMVT in wireless networks for de-
coded stream primarily encoded. We evaluate SCC, MVC
and UDMVT for the secondary encoder. Results show that
UDMVT outperforms others regarding transmission bit-rate,
latency and packet loss.

Keywords: Multi-view Video, Wireless Network, Frame-
work, Two-step Encoding

1 Introduction

Multi-view videos taken by multiple cameras of the same
scene from different positions and angles become feasible
since small sized and less price cameras are available. Multi-
view video allows the clients to freely change their viewpoints
whenever they want to see the scene from any position. There
are many applications for such multi-view video, such as re-
mote security monitoring, remote medical surgery, undersea
surveillance systems and Free Viewpoint TV(FTV) [1][2].

Fig. 1 shows multi-view video architecture. Video frames
taken by several cameras are encoded by the encoder in the
server. The encoded data is transmitted over the network
and then decoded by the decoder to provide the views for
clients. Since a multi-view video consists of multiple video
sequences, the bit-rate of multi-view video is several times
larger than traditional multimedia, which brings the signifi-
cant increase in the bandwidth requirement. However, multi-
view video taken different videos from the same scene, the
views are highly correlated. To reduce multi-view video traf-
fic and transmit the encoded data, compression and transport
technology is important. The previous works on the efficient
transmission of multi-view video are classified into two ways.

The first way is that all video sequences are sent to each
client to avoid the switching delay. Typical scheme includes
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Figure 1: Multi-view video architecture.

SCC (SimulCast Coding) and MVC (Multi-view Video Cod-
ing). However, even with the MVC, bit-rates for multi-view
video are still high: about 5Mbps for 704 × 480, 30fps, and 8
camera sequences with MVC encoding [3].

The second way is transmit try only the frames requested
by the client [4]–[6]. UDMVT (User Dependent Multi-view
Video Transmission) [5][6] is one of these techniques. UD-
MVT sends frames depending on the client’s motion which is
fed back periodically.

Recently, video streaming over wireless networks become
feasible because of the rapid progress of wireless technolo-
gies. However, the communication condition of wireless net-
works is varying in time. If we do not deal about that varia-
tion, the network latency and packet loss will increase. The
increasing of packet loss causes the error propagation of frames
in video streaming. Therefore, the image quality and inter-
activity of streaming will be deteriorated. In this paper, we
investigate the problems that occur in wireless networks for
multi-view video streaming, such as network latency, packet
loss and limitation of battery life and bandwidth. Then, a
framework with two-step encoding to reduce the latency and
packet loss is presented. The primary encoder uses SCC or
MVC depending on server capacity in wired networks, while
the secondary encoder uses UDMVT in wireless networks for
decoded stream primarily encoded. We evaluate the frame-
work from a viewpoint of what coding technique should be
used for secondary encoder in wireless networks by the net-
work simulater, Qualnet. Finally, we discuss the evaluation
results.

This paper is organized as follows: We introduce existing
works related in Section 2. The problems of multi-view video
streaming over wireless networks are described in Section 3.
Based on Section 3, we present a framework to reduce the
processing, latency and packet loss in Section 4. Section 5
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presents the performance evaluation of presented framework
compared to SCC, MVC and UDMVT by Qualnet. Finally,
section 6 gives the conclusion.

2 Related Works

2.1 SCC(SimulCast Coding)

The Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG) is widely used
as the format of digital television signals. Encoding of video
information is achieved by using two main techniques termed
spatial and temporal compression in MPEG. Spatial compres-
sion involves analysis of a picture to determine redundant in-
formation within that picture while temporal compression is
achieved by only encoding the difference between successive
pictures.

In MPEG, there are three types of frames: I-frame, P-frame
and B-frame. I-frame is an intra-coded picture and does not
require other video frames to decode. P-frame contains the
difference information from the preceding I- or P-frame. B-
frame contains the difference information from the preceding
and following I- or P-frame. The straight-forward solution
for multi-view video encoding is simulcast encoding in which
all video sequences are encoded independently using MPEG
compression technology. However, simulcast encoded video
still contains a large amount of inter-view redundant informa-
tion.

2.2 MVC(Multi-view Video Coding)

A large amount of inter-view redundant information is still
contained in simulcast encoded video. In order to remove
the correlation between views, MVC is issued as an amend-
ment to H.264/MPEG-4 AVC [7]. The key of MVC is com-
bining the temporal prediction and interview prediction to-
gether. Each picture is able to predict from both neighboring
picture temporally and the corresponding pictures in adjacent
views. Statistical evaluations in [8][9] also show that signif-
icant compression gains and decrease of bit-rate can be ex-
pected from the combination of temporal prediction and inter-
view prediction.

However, the prediction structure of MVC makes the views
depend on each other. In order to display the multi-view video
correctly, the frames which are displayed and the frames they
depend on must be received at first. It will bring more unnec-
essary transmission and latency as the views should be dis-
played is far away from the reference view.

2.3 CDSS(Client Driven Selective Streaming)

To reduce the transmission bit-rate, [10] proposes the pro-
tocol that combines MVC and SVC (Scalable Video Coding)
called CDSS (Client Driven Selective Streaming). In this pro-
tocol, the view that client needs to is decided by the predic-
tor on client. Then, server encodes the view into two qual-
ity levels of base layer and enhancement layer. The base
layer encodes the all views into lower bit-rate using MVC.
The enhancement layer encodes the views which are selected

by client in order to allow random access and improve the
quality of base layer. However, the performance of this sys-
tem depends on the Kalmanfilter-based predictor. If there are
no prediction errors, the high-quality streams are displayed.
However, the predictor is not hundred percent exactly. If the
prediction is incorrect, only the base layer (low-quality) is dis-
played and it brings the bad client experience.

2.4 IMVS(Interactive Multi-view Video
Streaming)

In [4], an algorithm of building optimized frame structure
in order to reduce transmission traffic on IMVS (Interactive
Multi-view Video Streaming) is proposed. This paper as-
sumed Store & Playback which means the multi-view video is
pre-encoded and stored in server. Then, the server transmitted
the encoded frames whenever client requests it.

At first, this method initializes the frame structure to DSC
(Distributed Source Coding)-frame which is proposed in [11].
DSC-frames have a good performance of the trade-off be-
tween transmission traffic and required storage compare to
I-frame and SP-frame.

Then, an unconstrained Lagrangian problem among the prob-
ability of switching views and storage capacity is defined.
Redundant P-frames are added to frame structure instead of
DSC-frame to solve the Lagrangian problem. Using redun-
dant P-frame has lower transmission traffic than using DSC-
frame. However, as the increase of the number of redundant
P-frame, the storage cost will increase.

When the Lagrangian problem is resolved, the optimized
frame structure is build. And then, server transmits the frames
depending on feedback from client. [4] shows this method
achieves better trade-off between transmission traffic and stor-
age using I-, P-, and DSC-frame than only I-frame and I-, and
P-frame.

2.5 UDMVT(User Dependent Multi-view
Video Transmission)

SCC and MVC send all views and many frames are un-
necessary. The bit-rate is high. UDMVT [5][6] is transmis-
sion technology that analyze the client’s motion to prevent the
transmission of redundant frames.

UDMVT focuses on the successive motion switching model
in which client is just able to switch from current view to
the neighboring views as shown by Fig. 2. In other word,
if the multi-view video contains the views (1, 2 ... M), for
any view j the client is just able to switch from j to the
view j′, where max(1, j − 1) ≤ j′ ≤ min(j + 1,M). In the
successive motion model, which frames should be displayed
when the client starts to switch to next view are decided by
both the frame rate (frame/sec) of the multi-view video and
the switching speed (view/sec) of the client. Let k be the
floor of the frame rate divided by switching speed: k = �f/s�
in which f denotes frame rate while s denotes the switching
speed of client.
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Figure 2: Successive motion model.

Therefore, if the client periodically fed back the three-tuples
N(p, f, s), server can predict an area in which frames may be
displayed in next period of time as shown by Fig. 3. p is the
initial position Fi0,j0 which is the frame of view j0 at time
i0. f is the frame rate while s is the switching speed. Al-
though this three-tuples cannot predict all the frames exactly
in display path, it is able to predict a triangle area in which
the frames are possible to be displayed in next period of time.
The main idea of UDMVT is that only the frames in the area
(called Potential Frame) are encoded and transmitted and the
frames out of the area (called Redundant Frames) are ignored.
Therefore, the UDMVT can reduce the bit-rate for the trans-
mission of multi-view video.

Figure 3: Feedback scheme for UDMVT.

UDMVT transmits only the necessary frames for the client
according to the periodic feedback from client. As the in-
crease of the number of views, UDMVT reduces more bit-
rate than SCC and MVC. UDMVT reduce the more traffic of
multi-view video with increasing number of views. The eval-
uation results show that up to 73.9% bit-rate is reduced when
compared to SSC when the number of view is 8.

3 Problems of Multi-view Video in Wireless
Network

Multi-view video streaming in wireless networks is attrac-
tive because of the convenience and mobility of wireless client
terminals. With increasing number of clients and views, multi-
view video streaming is affected by the bandwidth of the net-
work, which brings a technical challenge to wireless stream-
ing of multi-view video. Furthermore, due to the varying
communication condition of wireless networks, if we do not
deal about that variation the network latency and packet loss
will increase and the frame error propagation may occur by
the packet loss. The degradation can affect image quality and
interactivity. These two factors are critical for providing video
viewers with high quality videos.

In addition, the loads of server, networks and client termi-
nals is also important factor. Especially, the loads of networks
and client terminals have to be discussed because of the limi-
tation of bandwidth in wireless networks, battery life and pro-
cessing capabilities of client terminals. However, if the video
is compressed too much to reduce the loads of networks and
client terminals, the load of server is overwhelmed because of
encoding process.

The following subsections discuss the detail of the problem
of streaming multi-view video through the wireless networks.

3.1 Image quality and Interactivity

3.1.1 Network Latency

Network latency in multi-view video streaming is one of the
key issues. When the network latency is large, interactivity of
multi-view video decreases because if clients switch to other
views, it will take long time for client terminals to feed back
for the new views. Especially, for live streaming of multi-
view videos, all frames should be transmitted to terminals
within a limited latency. Typically, acceptable latency of live
streaming via Internet is up to 300ms [4].

[12] discusses how much impact the network latency poses
on the QoE (Quality of Experience) of server oriented and
client oriented streamings. Server oriented streaming such
as FTV means that server generates the perspective image
from multi-view videos and transmits it to client. Client ori-
ented streaming means server transmits the multiple videos
and several information such as depth map [13][14] to clients.
The client terminal generates the perspective image from the
videos and the information. It evaluates the image quality and
interactivity of server oriented and client oriented streamings
with the average of MOS (Mean Opinion Score). They show
that according to the increase of the network latency, the inter-
activity of server oriented streaming is drastically degraded.
In client oriented streaming, the image quality is degraded
significantly as the increasing of network latency. Although
there is the difference of degradation between the two stream-
ings, the network latency affects image quality and interactiv-
ity.

3.1.2 Packet Loss

H.264 video coding schemes use motion-compensated pre-
diction (MCP) to achieve high compression efficiency on the
expense of the error resilience. However, H.264 stream poses
a severe frame error propagation problem. In wireless net-
works, the packet loss increases due to the errors in the phys-
ical layer. When a multi-view video is broadcasts to multiple
clients, it incurs more packet loss because of interference. If
a packet containing anchor frames such as I-frames and P-
frames is lost, the errors would propagate to all dependent
frames, leading to perceptible visual artifacts. [15] proposed
an analysis-by-synthesis technique to estimate the perceptual
value of each frame type. In [15], anchor frames are sug-
gested to have better perceptual value than dependent frames.
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Figure 4: Characteristic of SCC, MVC and UDMVT.

3.2 The Loads of Server, Networks and Client
Terminals

In wireless networks, there are the limitations of bandwidth
and battery life and processing capabilities of a client termi-
nal. Reducing the load of the networks and a client termi-
nal is crucial for wireless networks. Also, the load of server
leads to the load of networks and the client terminal. If the
video is compressed too much at the server, although the load
of networks (it means transmission bit-rate) decreases, much
power will be required for decoding at the client terminal.
When the server is not compressed the multi-view video, the
much transmission bit-rate is required. Furthermore, a client
terminal needs much power for receiving frames instead of
decoding them. To reduce the processing at a client termi-
nal, [16] proposes a framework of 3DTV streaming for mo-
bile networks in which mobile terminal has low processing
capabilities. The paper claims that the server should perform
processing as much as possible and the client does little.

We summarize the discussion in Fig. 4 when using SCC,
MVC and UDMVT in wireless networks. We assume that the
access point and the encoder are connected with wired net-
works, ant that each client and the access point is connected
with wireless networks.

Since SCC encodes each view independently, the server
processing of encoding is little. Client processing of decoding
is also little. However, since SCC encodes the frames without
removing the inter-view redundancy, the transmission bit-rate
is very large. MVC has a lower transmission bit-rate than
SCC because it reduces the inter-view redundancy. However,
the traffic is still high by transmitting all views. Besides, in
order to display the multi-view video correctly, the frames
which are displayed and the frames which depend on them

must be received and decoded at first. Therefore, MVC con-
sumes much power for decoding at the client terminal. UD-
MVT predicts a triangle area in which the frames are pos-
sible to be displayed in the next period of time by a client
feedback. Thus, UDMVT increases the amount of processing
of the server. It has a lower transmission bit-rate than SCC
and MVC because it only encodes and transmits the potential
frames. UDMVT needs less processing of decoding due to
less number of frames to be decoded. Therefore, it reduces
the power consumption and processing of a client terminal.

As mentioned above, SCC and MVC can reduce the load of
the multi-view video server instead of increasing the load of
networks and the client terminal. On the contrary, UDMVT
reduces the load of networks and the client terminal while it
causes larger load of server than SCC and MVC. In wireless
networks, UDMVT is more suitable than SCC and MVC.

However, as the number of clients is increasing, server will
be overwhelmed because there are the massive response and
feedback from the clients. To prevent the overhead of the
server, the server can use SCC and MVC to encode the images
because these techniques encode frames of all views at once
for the all clients on live streaming. Furthermore, the overall
transmission bit-rate of SCC and MVC on live streaming does
not increase because these techniques multicast the frames of
all views to multiple clients. Therefore, we need to use the
SCC, MVC and UDMVT together for multiple clients.

4 Two-step Encoding Frameworks

In this section, we present a framework for multi-view video
streaming in wireless networks taking into account the bene-
fits of SCC, MVC and UDMVT. Fig. 5 shows one of the
frameworks using two-step encoding for reducing the latency,
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Figure 5: Proposed framework of multi-view video streaming in wireless networks

processing cost and packet loss in wireless networks. Al-
though two-step encoding is similar technique to I-TCP[17]
at transport layer, it is in application layer.

In two-step encoding, video frames taken by several cam-
eras are encoded by the primary encoder using SCC or MVC.
The primary encoder transmits the encoded frames to the sec-
ondary encoder via wired networks. In the secondary en-
coder, when the encoded frames are received, these frames
are decoded to the original images using SCC or MVC de-
coder. Then, these original frames in a triangle area predicted
by client’s periodical feedback using UDMVT are encoded.
Then, the secondary encoder transmits the frames to each
client through wireless networks. After decoding the received
frames, clients can watch the multi-view video. Further, each
client feedback to the secondary encoder periodically.

4.1 Primary Encoder

Primary encoder encodes the images of multi-view video
using SCC or MVC. When the primary encoder has a lower
processing capability and higher bandwidth, it encodes the
images with SCC. Otherwise, it encodes the images with MVC
which requires more processing. Although the transmission
bit-rate of multi-view video is high, the frames of all views
can multicast to several networks at the sometime it they are
encoded by SCC or MVC. This is especially useful for live
streaming for multiple clients.

If the frames are encoded by UDMVT in the primary en-
coder, the transmission bit-rate can be reduced. However,
UDMVT predicts and transmits triangle areas according to
each client’s feedback. With the increasing of clients, the
processing of server will be very high. Furthermore, with in-
creasing the latency through the several networks, UDMVT

will not be able to respond client’s feedback immediately. As
a result, interactivity of multi-view video is lost. At the same
time, UDMVT cannot multicast a triangle to multiple clients
as SCC and MVC.

After encoding by SCC or MVC, primary encoder multi-
cast the frames of all views to the secondary encoder on each
networks that clients are watching the multi-view video.

4.2 Secondary Encoder

The secondary encoder is located at a base station or be-
tween the wired network and a base station of each wire-
less network. This encoder transmits frames to each client.
When this encoder receives the encoded frames from primary
encoder, these frames are decoded to the images using SCC
or MVC decoder. After decoding, the secondary encoder re-
encodes the images using UDMVT according to the feedback
of each client. This is because UDMVT has lower power con-
sumption for receiving and decoding frames at client terminal
and also less transmission bit-rate than SCC and MVC. Af-
ter re-encoding, the secondary encoder unicasts the potential
frames to each client.

However, this process brings increasing of encoder’s pro-
cessing because the secondary encoder has to decode and re-
encode the UDMVT frames. One of the ways to improve the
efficiency is that SCC or MVC frame can be transformed to
UDMVT frame at the secondary encoder directly. However,
challenge is still remaining. For example, we need to discuss
how to update the correlation between the frames. It means
that how to remove the correlation from the encoded frames.
Similarly, it means that how to add the new correlation to the
encoded frames. Furthermore, this way needs to encode the
different types of frame from received frames without decod-
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ing. For example, when the receiving frame is I-frame, it isn’t
so difficult to encode it to P-frame or B-frame, directly. How-
ever, when the receiving frame is a P-frame or B-frame, it is
difficult to encode it to I-frame because redundant informa-
tion is removed.

When the multiple clients are watching the same video in
the same networks, the frames encoded for one client cannot
be used by other clients in UDMVT. Many duplicate frames
are encoded and transmitted. Therefore, as the increasing of
clients in number, the overall transmission bit-rate and the
secondary encoder’s processing become higher. In SCC and
MVC, the overall transmission bit-rate does not increase on
live streaming because these techniques multicast the frames
of all views to multiple clients. However, SCC and MVC
have higher power consumption for each client because the
transmission bit-rate and decoding processing for each client
are still high. By the presented framework, the primary en-
coder using the SCC and MVC can reduce the increasing of
overall transmission bit-rate with the increasing clients. The
secondary encoders can release the high processing for server
and reduce the power consumption of client terminal.

4.3 Client Terminals

Considering the battery life and processing capabilities of
client’s wireless terminals, the client structure needs to be
simple. Smart phone is a good candidate such as Android
and iPhone because it has a long battery life and can purchase
low prices. Also, it is equipped with the touch panel stan-
dardly, it is suitable for the successive motion model which is
requested by UDMVT.

When the client receives the encoded frames on interface
software, these frames are decoded by UDMVT decoder. There-
fore, each client can watch the streaming of multi-view video
on wireless terminal. Furthermore, a client can switch to the
different views using touch panel. Then, client’s terminal feed
back to the secondary encoder periodically.

5 Evaluations and Discussion

In this evaluation, we focus on the communication between
secondary encoder and clients to evaluate the network latency
and packet loss of multi-view video streaming through wire-
less networks. Essentially, we need to evaluate the latency of
primary server to client terminals, the load of server and client
terminals, image quality of video, overhead of re-encoding at
the secondary server and so on. However, this paper only
evaluates SCC, MVC and UDMVT for secondary encoder.

We use the multi-view video test sequence ”ballroom” with
8 views and 320 × 480 resolution to evaluate the performance.
This test sequence is provided by MERL [18]. The refer-
ence techniques are SCC, MVC and UDMVT. Encoders im-
plemented by the modified open source project JMVC [19]
is used to encode the multi-view video sequences. In each
view, 250 frames were encoded with the frame rate 25 (fps).
The length of the GOP was set as 8. Three values of the k
were used: 5 to 15. The value of k means that how fast is

Table 1: Simulation parameter
Properties Value

Distance between encoder and clients 100m
Data rate 11Mbps (802.11b)

Bandwidth 1Mbps
Packet size 1500bytes

Encoder’s Buffer size 100Mbytes
The number of frames 3000frames

client switching views. When the value of k is 5, the client
switches views quickly. As the value of k increases, it means
the switching speed of client becomes slow. The length of
feedback period in UDMVT were set as 60 (frames) and 120
(frames).

Then, we evaluate the network latency and packet loss by
Qualnet network simulater [20] and the data of encoded frames.
We assume the client switches among 25 views during the
playback of 3000 frames. The simulation parameters of Qual-
net are shown in Table 1.

5.1 Traffic of Multi-view Video

Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show the transmission bit-rate of multi-
view video streaming using each technique, when the feed-
back period of UDMVT is 60 and 120, respectively. Then,
each client switches views randomly in 3000 frames. This
simulation is performed 10 times, and then obtains the aver-
age of values. In both of these figures, SCC and MVC always
have the same transmission bit-rate no matter how the client
switches because they transmit all frames to client. The av-
erage of transmission bit-rate of SCC is 15462.2 (kbps) and
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Figure 6: Transmission bit-rate of multi-view video when
feedback period is 60(frames).
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Figure 7: Transmission bit-rate of multi-view video when
feedback period is 120(frames).
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MVC is 10032.5 (kbps). On the other hand, when the client
switches randomly, UDMVT predicts the potential frames by
client’s feedback and only transmit potential frames to client.
Therefore, the transmission bit-rate of UDMVT varies de-
pending on the switching speed. In Fig. 6, the average of
transmission bit-rate of UDMVT (k=5) is 3837.9 (kbps), UD-
MVT (k=8) is 3103.3 (kbps) and UDMVT (k=15) is 732.3
(kbps) when the feedback period is 60. When the value of
k is 5, which means client switches fast, the increase of the
area of PFs will increase the transmission bit-rate. Then, with
value of k increases, the frames need to be encoded and trans-
mitted decrease because client switch views slowly. Thus, the
transmission bit-rates of UDMVT are lower than MVC when
the value of k is more than 5.

In Fig. 7, the average of transmission bit-rate of UDMVT
(k=5) is 6262.5 (kbps), UDMVT (k=8) is 4599.0 (kbps) and
UDMVT (k=15) is 1469.1 (kbps) when the feedback period is
120. If feedback period is increased, the frames which need to
transmit to client are increased. Therefore, the transmission
bit-rate of UDMVT is higher than the value when feedback
period is 60.

5.2 Network Delay and Packet Loss of
Multi-view Video Streaming

Fig. 8, 9, 10 and 11 show the average of network latency
during the period the secondary encoder transmits frames to
single client through wireless networks. SCC and MVC have
large latency close to 1.3 seconds because they have a large
transmission bit-rate to transmit on wireless networks. The
average of network latency is 1.31 (sec) in SCC, 1.30 (sec) in
MVC. It means that it is difficult to stream the multi-view
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Figure 8: Network latency of multi-view video streaming on
wireless network when feedback period is 60(frames).
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Figure 9: The detail of Network latency with UDMVT when
feedback period is 60(frames).

video over wireless networks using these techniques. Fig.
8 also shows the average of latency of UDMVT is smaller
than SCC and MVC because it has a lower traffic to transmit
through the wireless networks when the feedback period is
60. Fig. 9 shows the detailed value of UDMVT. The average
of latency of UDMVT (k=5) is 27.1 (ms), UDMVT (k=8) is
21.9 (ms) and UDMVT (k=15) is 5.2 (ms). This means that
UDMVT does not affect the image quality and interactivity
of multi-view video streaming through wireless networks in
[12].

However, Fig.10 shows the average of latency of UDMVT
(k=5) increases dramatically about 1.29 (sec) because its traf-
fic is difficult to transmit the frames to client in wireless net-
works when the feedback period is 120. When the value of
k increases, the average of latency is decreased because the
required transmission bit-rate of UDMVT is reduced. Fig.11
shows the average of latency of UDMVT (k=8) is 32.9 (ms)
and UDMVT (k=15) is 10.3 (ms). Therefore, even if the feed-
back period is increased, UDMVT can provide the streaming
of multi-view video over wireless networks with high image
quality and interactivity, when the client switch views slowly.

Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 represent the rate of packet loss when
the secondary encoder transmits frames to single client through
wireless networks. Even if the feedback period changes, the
average of packet loss of SCC and MVC remains high about
66.8% in SCC and 48.8% in MVC. When the feedback period
is 60, there is almost no packets loss in UDMVT as shown
Fig. 12. However, when the feedback period increases, the
packet loss of UDMVT (k=5) about 17.8% because its traffic
is increased and afflicts the bandwidth of wireless networks as
shown Fig. 13. Thus, if we assume an environment in which
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Figure 10: Network latency of multi-view video streaming on
wireless networks when feedback period is 120(frames).
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Figure 11: The detail of Network latency with UDMVT when
feedback period is 120(frames).
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Figure 12: Packet loss of multi-view video streaming on wire-
less networks when feedback period is 60(frames).
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Figure 13: Packet loss of multi-view video streaming on wire-
less networks when feedback period is 120(frames).

client switch views at a high speed or long feedback period
for multi-view video streaming over wireless networks, it is
necessary to propose the new techniques based on UDMVT
for wireless networks.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we discuss the multi-view video streaming
over wireless networks and present a framework to reduce
the latency, processing cost and packet loss. The framework
includes two-step encoding. On the first-step, the primary
encoder encodes the multi-view video by SCC or MVC to
reduce the overall transmission bit-rate with the increasing
clients. On the second-step, secondary encoder decodes the
received frames to images and then re-encodes the images us-
ing UDMVT. It can provide the high processing for the server
and reduce the power consumption of client terminal. We
evaluate SCC, MVC and UDMVT with respect to the trans-
mission bit-rate of multi-view video, network latency and packet
loss for all criteria the secondary encoder to end-user using
network simulater Qualnet. Results show that UDMVT out-
performs others.

In future works, we evaluate the overall performance of
the two-step encoding. For example, there are the latency
of the primary encoder to the client terminals, the loads of
the server and the client terminals, image quality of videos
and overhead of re-encoding at the secondary encoder. Fur-
thermore, we compare the performance of two-step encoding
framework with one-step encoding framework.
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